






























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Anomalous gauge theories are characterized by the breakdown of its classical BRST
symmetry [1][2] due to quantum corrections. For these theories the Slavnov-Taylor iden-
tities are not veried [3]. The obstruction to fulll these identities, in the Field-Antield
(FA) formalism [1][4][5] [6], is the violation of the Quantum Master Equation (QME).
Gauge anomalies appear as the obstruction to satisfy the QME in a local way [7]. As a
consequence of that, in anomalous gauge theories, some classical gauge degrees of freedom
become propagating at quantum level [8]. These new degrees of freedom are introduced
covariantly in the FA formalism. This has been done for irreducible theories with closed
gauge algebras in ref. [9], where the Wess-Zumino term [10] at one loop has been con-
structed in terms of the anomalies and the extra variables. A regularization procedure
for the new variables was also considered [11].
In this paper we consider the quantization of reducible o-shell anomalous gauge
theories with closed algebras. In order to construct the extended formalism and the Wess-
Zumino term, we analyze the action on a manifold of a Lie group of transformations which
is locally described by a redundant set of parameters. From this analysis we determine
what are the new classical degrees of freedom that are propagating at quantum level.
The Wess-Zumino term is constructed in terms of the anomalies and the nite gauge
transformations. A new characteristic feature of this term with respect to the irreducible
case is the appearence of new gauge invariances due to the reducible character of the
anomalies. A new kind of ghosts (and ghosts for ghost for non rst reducible theories)
appear in the formalism because of these gauge transformations. We consider a PV
regularization scheme to take into account the quantum eects of all the extra variables
introduced. A non-standard aspect of these theories is the appearence of background
terms in the action, i.e., terms with
p
h. Unfortunately only a certain restricted set
of theories seems to admit the perturbative description developed here.This fact may
indicate that a quantum treatment of the Wess-Zumino term together with the original
action goes beyond the scope of the usual h perturbative expansion.
Along the paper we consider in detail closed rst step reducible gauge theories, where
all the relevant new aspects of the formalism already appear. Some aspects for the general
case of L-step reducible theories are studied in an appendix.
The organization of the paper is the following: In section 2 we analize the structure of
reducible anomalous gauge theories. In section 3 we construct a solution of the classical
master equation within the extended FA formalism. Section 4 deals with the quantization
of the theory, the construction of the Wess-Zumino term and the regularization of the
extended theory. Section 5 is devoted to conclusions. The study of a reducible Lie group
of transformations is done in the appendix A. Finally, the extension of the formalism to
L-step reducible gauge theories is considered in appendix B.
2
2 Reducible Gauge Anomalies












; i = 1; :::n; ;  = 1; :::;m
0
and assume that our theory is closed rst step
reducible o-shell. The proper solution of the classical master equation (S; S) = 0 that





















































































are algebraic quantities that completely
characterize the gauge structure of the theory. This structure is obtained by expanding











































































































































































The role of the ghosts in these expressions is simply to account for the appropiate anti-
symmetrization in a compact form. In appendix A we will recover (2.3)-(2.9) from the
study of the nite group structure for rst reducible o-shell parametrizations of a Lie
Group.
At quantum level, and when performing perturbative calculations, it proves conve-

















) to a gauge xed
one (;K)[6]. The gauge xed basis, which is necessary in order to have well dened
propagators, is implemented by a canonical transformation in the antibracket sense.
1
For simplicity we will restrict to the bosonic case (
i




The quantization procedure may spoil the classical BRST structure due to quantum
corrections. The quantum action is given by









where the local counterterms should guarantee the niteness of the theory while preserving
the BRST structure at quantum level if that is possible. The possible breakdown of




(,;,) =< ,ih4W +
1
2
(W;W ) > ,ihA  ,; (2.11)










and A  , is the




(W;W ) , which parametrizes possible departures from the classical BRST
structure. Quantum BRST invariance will thus hold if A vanishes, i.e, upon fulllement




(W;W ) = 0: (2.12)





; S)  A(;K); (2.13)
where we have writen (4S)
reg
to recall that we are working with regularized quantities.

































where R(;K) is the PV regulator, M the mass regulator parameter and  = (,; S) is
the BRST transformation generated by S through the antibracket structure. The anomaly




From now on we consider that we have genuine anomalies at one loop, i.e., there is no
local termM
1
such that (2.13) vanishes.
It can be proved that for closed and reducible o-shell algebras the antield indepen-
dent part of the anomaly is BRST closed separately [11]. Here we will consider this part.


























































3 Classical Aspects of the Extended Formalism for
Reducible Theories
Anomalous gauge theories are such that some classical gauge degrees of freedom be-
come propagating at quantum level. These new degrees of freedom can be introduced
covariantly within the FA formalism. Here we will consider theories where the whole
reducible gauge group is anomalous, i.e., no gauge symmetries survive quantization.
In order to construct the extended FA formalism we rst enlarge the space of classical
elds f
i




(x)g that correspond to the redundant
parameters of the anomalous gauge group. The second step is to nd the transformation
properties of these new variables. As it is done in the irreducible case [9], to determine
them we require: i) The gauge invariance of the classical action S
0
(); ii) The gauge























are, as of now, completely arbitrary, i.e.: 

(x) are pure gauge.
Gauge invariance of F
i
(; ) will restrict the d






















and the use of (A.4) we get
@F
i





















































































) = 0: (3.6)
5
















where a new set of gauge parameters, ~"
a












() are the components of the vector elds Z
a
() tangent to the reducible orbits
(see A.26). Let us remark that maybe at this point we loose locality in the extended theory
because of a non local (3.7).
Using the freedom of reparametrization of the orbits [

], we can select a 
a
-parametrization









In the following we will use such 
a
-parametrization.














































































































( ) are the fundamental vector elds of the extended algebra acting on the extended



































































() are new structure functions, which can be obtained from
the functions appearing in the reducible Lie group of transformations (see appendix A).
Observe that a quasigroup structure [14] arises, i.e., we get a \soft" algebra (structure
functions) instead of a Lie one (structure constants).
6














































































































































Summing up, we have obtained all the algebraic structure functions that characterize









Now we ask for a solution of the classical master equation which generates this extended







































































































































































elds with ghost numbers: gh(
i
) = 0; gh(

) = 0; gh(c







Note that (3.25) is a non-proper solution of the classical master equation. This comes
from the fact that we have not considered all the full set of gauge tranformations, (3.1)
and (3.2), of the classical action S
0
(), to construct the extended gauge algebra, but only
a subgroup of them, given by (3.1) and (3.7). So, the rank on shell of the hessian is less



















































4 Extended Quantized Theory. The Wess-Zumino
Term
Let us now consider the quantum aspects of the extended formalism at one loop. To








S is non-proper and there is no
a kinetic term in
~
S for the new quantum anomalous degrees of freedom. In order to have
well dened propagators for these variables we need
~
W to have rank N . Therefore M
1




will contain the WZ term as well as some




The WZ term can be understood as the local counterterm that relates the antield
independent part of the anomaly which is computed in a BRST non-invariant regulariza-





















gives the anomaly A
0
= 0 ). Since we are interested in the antield independent part
of the anomaly, we will focus in the antield independent part of the regulator which in
general is going to be a functional of the classical elds R(). In the extended theory
there exists such a BRST invariant regularization: it is R
0
= R(F (; ))[9][15]. The
two regularizations can be connected by means of a continuous interpolation R(t) =
8



































































Using the Lie equations (A.54), we can write (4.2) in terms of the anomaly A(t) of
the original theory resulting from the regularization R(t). We get
M
1






(F (; t)) 

; (4.3)









Now we can check that
~























































, the number of 

parameters. This means that
there are new gauge transformations. Its associated BRST parameters are the ghosts v
a
.
During the above derivation we have not checked whether
~
W satises the antield
independent part of the QME of the extended theory, i.e., we should verify that the WZ
term of eq. (4.3) really cancels the anomaly of the extended theory. We have implicity
assumed that the regularized computation of the anomaly A gives the same result as in





(x) and maybe they contribute to a new value of the anomaly
~
A 6= A.
In our regularization scheme this means that we have to introduce PV elds also for
the elds 

(x), the ghosts v
a
(x) and the antighosts v
a
(x). The elds 

(x) only appear
into the WZ term. But since this term is of order O(h), the usual h perturbative expansion
will be spoiled. To circumvect this problem, we should get from
~



























) = 0: (4.6)









. This means to expand the WZ term
hM
1



























































































































































can see that its kinetic term is of order h. In order to get standard propagators we make



















But such canonical transformation introduces inverse powers of
p
h in the quantized
action coming from the pieces of order O(
3
) of the WZ term. They vanish if the kinetic
term for the 















sources of the BRST transformations of the ghosts v
a
. To avoid this fact we implement














































() = 0: (4.16)
3







Notice that only a very restrictive set of theories, those with abelian gauge algebras, satisfy
our requirements. This set of theories can be enlarged if we consider gauge theories whose
anomalous part is not the whole group, but a proper subgroup.
In our case, the non-anomalous extended quantized reducible proper solution at one
































































) is the reducible proper solution of the non-extended theory. We have that
~






























































= 0, so an additional
gauge xing is needed for the part 

.




of the action, we can nd the possible new value of
the anomaly
~
















A() +O(; ): (4.23)































is the basis of the 
i
(x)-space functionals of non-trivial cocycles at ghost
number one of the theory and ~a
k
are some unknown coecients. If we now use the Wess-




















() = 0: (4.25)
So, eventually, the functional expression to order h of the extended reducible anomaly
is the same as for the non-extended case, but with dierent values for the coecients of
11
the anomaly which get renormalized from a
k
(those computed without taking into acount












And nally, the local proper quantized action which satises the antield independent


























It still remains to obtain the coecients ~a
k
. They have to be computed perturbatively.






 represents all the elds
of the extended theory, via the usual canonical transformation implemented by a gauge














































g are the antighosts; 
a






































































































































































where S(;K) is the gauge xed reducible proper solution of the non-extended theory.
It only remains to choose a regularization of the theory and compute the coecients of
the extended reducible anomaly at one loop level. We can follow the usual PV proceedure







and their corresponding PV regulator mass terms. Their computation will show whether
the coecients of the WZ term get renormalized or not. If they do so, it will reect the
fact that the measure D Dv Dv is non BRST invariant.
12
5 Conclusions
In this paper we have considered closed reducible o-shell anomaluos gauge theories
in an extended Field-Antield formalism. The pure gauge anomalous degrees of freedom
that become propagating at quantum level have been introduced in a covariant way.
We have constructed the Wess-Zumino term in terms of the anomalies and the extra
variables. This term has gauge invariances, and one needs to introduce a new ghost
structure associated with these new gauge symmetries. We have also considered the
quantum one loop eects of the extra variables, which leads to a nite renormalization of
the anomalies. Only a certain type of theories seems to admit the perturbative description
we present, indicating that maybe a quantum treatment of the Wess-Zumino terms goes
beyond the scope of the usual h perturbative expansion.
The analysis has been done for o-shell algebras. Discussion on on-shell algebras is
under investigation and will be published elsewhere.
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A Action of a Lie Group with Reducible Parametriza-
tion
Here we will consider the action on a manifoldM, parametrized by the classical elds

i
(x) (i = 1; :::; n), of a Lie group G which is locally described by a redundant set of
parameters. We denote these parameters as 

(  = 1; :::;m
0
), and they identify a point









with the usual requirement that the zero value for the parameters corresponds to the
neutral element of the group,
F
i
(; 0) = 
i
: (A.2)
Since the action of G onM is that of a group, there exists, in the space G of parameters,
a class of structure functions. We take as a representative












i) Satises the composition law
F
i







ii) Has  = 0 as the neutral element,
'

(0; ) = '

(; 0) = 

: (A.5)
iii) For a given 














; ) = 0: (A.6)
Since we are considering a redundant action of G on M, an equivalence relation is
dened on the elements of G by

0
  , F
i





Thus G is split into orbits []. Each orbit represents an element of the group G = G= .
A.1 The reducible nite structure

































(; 0) = 

: (A.9)
We will not allow redundancy in the parametrization of the orbits. This means that the
theories we are studying are rst step reducible, i.e.,
f










The generalization to higher step reducibility is studied in appendix B.


















Note that (A.9), (A.10) and (A.11) show that each orbit [] has an irreducible quasigroup




If we change the parameter  or 
0











) appear, such that
'
























Unique because we are in a rst step reducible case.
14























Associativity may not hold for the redundant parametrization. In fact, from
F
i
















































For rst step reducible parametrizations, the functions dened in (A.1), (A.3), (A.8),
(A.11), (A.12), (A.13) and (A.18) form the complete set of structure functions. It is
interesting, for later purpouses, to consider some relations among these functions.
























































; 0); ; 
0
g ; f; 
0
; f(0; )g; 'f; '(
0
; f(0; ))g) :
(A.21)
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A.2 The algebraic structure
When a Lie group of transformations is described with an irreducible set of para-




completely determine, through some dieren-
tiation processes, all the algebraic relations we need. However, as we have just seen, when
15











that will give us
new relations for the group algebra. According to the parametrization provided by G, the




































































































and become null vectors when realized on M. Vectors Z
a

































The reducibility of the generators R






















() = 0; (A.29)








































































































It is easy to verify that fZ
a
()g generate an ideal of fU










































The eect of shifting the representatives in (A.12) and (A.13) is manifested at algebraic




























































































































From the modied associative law we expect a modication of the Jacobi identity.











































































This is the expression of the Jacobi identity in our case.
There is a convenient choice of the parametrization 
a
such that some calculations
become simpler. If we derive (A.12) with respect 

and we put 




































Consider a new parametrization

f of the orbits which parameters 
a
, such that it
is related to the former parametrization by

f(; ) = f(; (; )), where 
a
(; ) are




































































































. A solution of (A.45) is

a




















From now we are going to work with such parametrization. In this case, from the com-




































and all the dependence 

is included into S
a












For rst step reducible algebras there are no additional algebraic quantities, but there
are three relations between them that give some constraints and that correspond to their
integrability conditions. These relations can also be obtained from nite relations.













































































































to the relation (A.22)






























































) = 0: (A.53)
Observe that (A.24), (A.30), (A.40), (A.42), (A.51), (A.52) and (A.53) correspond
to the classical gauge structure (2.3)-(2.9) of a closed rst step reducible o-shell gauge
theory.
A.3 Lie equations
Finally, let us consider the Lie equations for our case of redundant parametrization of
















































(A.54) has the same form as in ordinary (irreducible) Lie group action. But if we consider

















































B Generalization to a L-step Reducible Lie Group
All the treatment of the paper for a rst reducible Lie group can be repeated for a more
compicated reducible gauge theory. Here we are going to skech the general framework for
a closed L-step reducible o-shell theory.
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B.1 The proper solution
Consider we have a closed L-step reducible o-shell theory. The eld content of the




(x) for s = ,1; 0; :::; L and with


















































































() are the algebraic structure constants that, with (S; S) = 0 caracterize the
classical gauge structure. Their number is xed by the constraint that gh(S) = 0. This










= s+ 2 , n  t: (B.2)















N(n , 1; t, nk) ; (B.3)
with N(1; t) = 1.
B.2 Lie group description


















































), s=1,...,L (in our previous notation for the case of a rst






























































































































































(s = 0; :::; L) belong to a manifold G
s
which is redundantly




). Each manifold G
s



























































Similarly to the rst reducible case, the reducible parametrizations of the manifolds
G
s
give new structure functions. Some of these already appear in the rst reducible case.
































































































In the general case, other nite structure functions appear. Once they are found, we
will get the algebraic relations of a closed L-step o-shell reducible gauge theory by
dierentiation. This will give us all the classical algebraic gauge structure.
B.3 Extended formalism
Consider now a closed L-step reducible o-shell theory described by the classical action
S
0














. The reducibility relations are given by (B.7) and (B.8).























































































It is worth noting that this extension conserves the L-step reducible caracter of the














































































= 0 ; (B.15)



































































Finally, when we quantize the extended theory, which has the anomalous degrees of
freedom as new dinamical elds, we obtain a complete new ghost structure. The whole
eld content of the extended theory, compared with those of the original theory, is shown
in the following table:
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